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Abstract—This paper reports on the development and 

subsequent use of the Electric Power and Communication 
Synchronizing Simulator (EPOCHS), a distributed simulation 
environment. Existing electric power simulation tools accurately 
model power systems of the past, which were controlled as large 
regional power pools without significant communication 
elements. However, as power systems increasingly turn to 
protection and control systems that make use of computer 
networks, these simulators are less and less capable of predicting 
the likely behavior of the resulting power grids. Similarly, the 
tools used to evaluate new communication protocols and systems 
have been developed without attention to the roles they might 
play in power scenarios. EPOCHS integrates multiple research 
and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) systems to bridge the gap.  
 

Index Terms—Agents, COTS Integration, Power Systems 
Evaluation, Networking, Simulation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he restructuring of the electric power system, the creation 
of competitive markets, and the introduction of new 

regulatory mechanisms are now well-established trends. 
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Understanding how the electric power grid operates, and in 
particular how to monitor and control it, are necessary 
preconditions to achieving reliability and fairness in the 
presence of these changes. Yet, electric power simulators 
today do not model the network communication patterns seen 
in modern protection and control systems.  

Traditional protection systems base decisions on local 
measurements, and employ control systems, which operate 
over rather slow, predictable communication systems. It has 
not been necessary to simulate communication in order to 
accurately model these electric power systems. However, over 
the last decade, power systems have begun to operate close to 
their transmission, generation, and stability limits. Protection 
and control systems are being placed under a correspondingly 
greater strain. Power engineers have begun to conclude that 
the use of network communication based on Internet standards 
is a natural choice to improve on the protection and control 
systems that are currently deployed by allowing them to 
gather data more quickly and over larger geographic areas.  

It is natural to assume that electric power protection and 
control systems with more data, and operating over faster 
communications networks, will be more effective than their 
predecessors. However, the Internet was not designed for 
safety- and time-critical applications, and layering the needed 
mechanisms over Internet protocols such as TCP/IP is a 
potentially impossible undertaking. New evaluation tools are 
needed that allow electric power engineers to accurately 
model the electric power and communication conditions that 
will be encountered. A crucial evaluation method, which has 
not existed until now, is a tool to provide high-quality 
simulations of electric power scenarios while simultaneously 
modeling the behavior of computer communications protocols 
in realistic networks confronted with realistic scenarios, 
including load surges, outages, and other forms of dynamic 
stress. Realistic simulators allow electric power engineers to 
resolve problems in the laboratory, avoiding potentially costly 
or damaging mishaps in the field. 

This article presents the Electric Power and 
Communication Synchronizing Simulator (EPOCHS), a 
combined simulation system, or federation, which links the 
PSCAD/EMTDC electromagnetic transient simulator, the 
PSLF electromechanical transient simulator, and the Network 
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Simulator 2 (NS2) communication simulator. EPOCHS allows 
users to investigate electromagnetic scenarios involving 
communication, using PSCAD/EMTDC and NS2, or 
electromechanical scenarios involving communication, using 
PSLF and NS2. The technology underlying EPOCHS 
illustrates how non-intrusive techniques can be used to 
federate simulation engines using only their built-in 
application programming interfaces (APIs). EPOCHS’ agent-
based framework also hides the complexity involved in the 
combined simulation system, making it easy for users to 
design new power scenarios involving communication. 

This paper is divided into eight sections. Section 2 reviews 
background material. Section 3 presents the system’s 
architecture. The methods used to federate the commercial and 
research simulation components are discussed in section 4. 
Section 5 outlines EPOCHS’ agent framework. Section 6 
presents an example of EPOCHS’ use. Section 7 outlines 
areas for future work. The article concludes in section 8. 

II. BACKGROUND 
Constructing a new combined simulation engine is 

potentially time-consuming and expensive. This is particularly 
true when simulations have both continuous and discrete-
event components. An alternative is to link multiple 
simulations into a distributed environment (federation). Using 
this approach to combine multiple simulators for use in inter-
domain situations is becoming more common, and there are 
even proposals to standardize such architectures, notably the 
High Level Architecture (HLA) [1]. Commercial off-the-shelf 
simulation (COTS) systems are popular in many fields due to 
their rich feature sets, ease of use, and cost effectiveness. 
However, source code is only rarely available, and this stands 
as an obstacle to federation. In EPOCHS, source code was 
available for NS2 but not for PSCAD or PSLF. 

Prior research on federating COTS simulators includes 
work on supply chain manufacturing simulation in the GRIDS 
project [2], Tucci and Revetria’s HLA compliance project [3], 
and Strassburger’s SLX federation [4]. In addition, NIST has 
developed the Distributed Manufacturing System (DMS) 
Adapter, a mechanism for distributed simulation similar to the 
HLA, but with a more manageable level of complexity, which 
is targeted towards the manufacturing community [5]. Despite 
these successes, the documented use of commercial simulation 
systems in federations is still relatively rare. A common 
concern is that “casual” modelers may find the added 
complexity difficult to manage in a federated simulation. 

It should be stressed that many quality power and 
networking simulators exist. and that he ones chosen were not 
the only possible selections. Three alternative packages that 
have the capability to simulate electromechanical and 
electromagnetic transients include EMTP-RV [6], ATP [7], 
and NETOMAC [8]. OPNET [9] and QualNET [10] are 
commercial packages that are widely used in network 
simulations. It is likely that any of these packages could be 
integrated into the EPOCHS environment. 

Many real-time power simulators exist. Real-time power 
simulators include RTDS [11], HYPERSIM [12], which 
integrates with Matlab and Simulink [13], and ARENE [14]. 
These simulators open the interesting possibility of testing 
real-time power network simulations either with real networks 
or with network simulations that can operate in real-time such 
as QualNet [10]. Real-time simulation is not a goal of the 
EPOCHS project, however. Instead, the focus of EPOCHS is 
to integrate power and network communication simulators so 
that their internal simulation timeclocks advance seamlessly.  

The power of agents is broadly recognized and, as a result, 
a wide range of simulations make use of them. There are two 
main classes of agent-based simulators. The first uses agents 
as a mechanism for combining simulators. The flexibility 
agents provide can be used to more efficiently link simulation 
components, as illustrated in a paper by Wilson [15]. The 
second class of simulators use agents to model entities within 
a simulated world. Lee employed a mix of continuous and 
discrete-time simulators in an air-traffic control simulation 
using agents to represent key entities such as aircraft [16]. 
EPOCHS uses a similar approach to the one used by Lee. 

The combined simulation of electric power and 
communication systems is rare in the literature. Papers that 
discuss the subject tend to either focus on system models 
without including simulated cases [17], include simulations 
that center on communication performance while assuming 
consistent power system behavior once communication arrives 
[18], or include power system examples that either assume 
constant network delays or provide real data transmitted over 
predictable dedicated lines [19]. One exception is work 
performed by a group at North Carolina State University [20]. 
The group created an interface between PSCAD/EMTDC and 
a module written in Java to allow agents to model behavior in 
a power system and to communicate over a network. 
Communication was modeled with a custom-developed Java 
module that was limited to a basic emulation of a token-ring 
network. The technique used to bridge their module with the 
EMTDC simulator is similar to the one used in EPOCHS, but 
N.C. State’s basic network simulation limits its utility.  

III. EPOCHS 

A. Architecture 
The HLA is an IEEE standard method [21] to combine 

individual simulations, known as federates, together into 
combined simulators known as federations. Recent work 
centering on federating simulation systems has focused on the 
use of the HLA. Examples of this can be found in domains 
such as artillery simulation [22], in robot simulation 
frameworks for military and manufacturing applications [23], 
and in manufacturing simulation systems [24]. Each of the 
simulation federates conforms to the HLA’s rules, interface 
specifications, and documentation standards. The “glue” 
holding HLA combinations together is a central component 
known as a Runtime Infrastructure (RTI). The RTI routes all 
messages between simulation components and ensures that the 
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simulation time is synchronized across all components.  
One drawback of the HLA is that it can be difficult to 

modify existing simulations to conform to its specification. 
Many fields make heavy use of off-the-shelf commercial 
software and do not have source code access. It is often 
possible to add a wrapper to these simulators to support their 
use in an HLA federation, but this is oftentimes problematic 
due to the number of additions that must be made to conform 
to the HLA, the limited input and output options that are 
present in many legacy simulation engines, and difficulties in 
accessing internal simulation state. Additionally, HLA can be 
an inefficient means of combining federates. The system is 
based on a publish-subscribe mechanism where any federate 
subscribing to another will receive all of its updated 
information, whether it is needed or not.  
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Fig. 1.  The relationship between EPOCHS’ Components. The RTI serves as 
an interface between all component simulators with EPOCHS. It ensures that 
the simulation clocks remain synchronized between all components and it also 
routes messages between them. 

A federated simulation system was created that works in the 
spirit of the HLA, but which uses a custom interface for easier 
implementation. EPOCHS’ architecture is shown in fig. 1.  

It is critically important to choose the right simulation tools 
when creating a federated simulation system like EPOCHS. 
Each simulator used as a component in EPOCHS is viewed as 
one of the best within its class for some category of uses. 
Despite their advantages, none of the three simulation 
components (PSCAD, PSLF, and NS2) were designed for 
interoperability, posing a challenge that our work addresses. 

Descriptions of the EPOCHS components follow. 
PSCAD/EMTDC: PSCAD/EMTDC is used for 

electromagnetic transient simulation. EMTDC is a well-
known electric power simulator. EMTDC models short-
duration time-domain electric power responses. PSCAD is a 
graphical interface, which is used to simplify the development 
of EMTDC scenarios. PSCAD is produced by the Manitoba 
HVDC Research Centre [25]. 

EMTDC simulates power scenarios in continuous time by 
solving a series of differential equations in a time-stepped 
manner. It has very detailed electrical models, which makes it 
well-suited to electromagnetic transient investigations where 
the time-step size is often expressed in microseconds and 

representative situations last seconds or less. 
PSLF: PSLF is used for electromechanical transient 

simulation. PSLF can simulate power systems with tens of 
thousands of nodes and is widely used by electric utilities to 
model electromechanical stability scenarios [26]. It models 
large systems in less detail than that available in PSCAD 
making it better-suited for long-running scenarios. PSLF 
simulates power systems in continuous time by solving 
differential equations in a time-stepped manner, which is 
similar to the method employed by PSCAD. PSLF’s 
simulation engine is well-suited to investigations where the 
time-step is expressed in milliseconds and the total simulation 
time is expressed in minutes or less. 

NS2: Network Simulator 2 (NS2) is an event-driven 
communication network simulator created through a joint 
effort between the University of California at Berkeley, 
Lawrence Berkeley Labs, the University of Southern 
California, and Xerox PARC. NS2 is a high-quality simulator, 
which allows the creation of a wide variety of communication 
scenarios. Although there are many network simulators, NS2 
is the most widely used when evaluating the behavior of TCP, 
the TCP variants that have been proposed by researchers, and 
the behavior of routed UDP in large networks [27]. NS2 is 
able to simulate the behavior of these protocols under various 
forms of stress, such as might be caused by competition for 
network resources when multiple applications share a network 
and communicate over the same routers and communication 
links, the impact of failures including router failures, link 
failures, or denial of service attacks. It can also capture the 
normal dynamics resulting from relaying messages with real-
time data rates through many layers of routers. NS2’s detailed 
models of TCP make it particularly relevant to electric power 
situations involving communication since industry standards 
for the next generation of power equipment, such as the 
Utility Communications Architecture (UCA) 2.0 [28], make 
use of TCP running over Ethernet networks. 

It must be emphasized that, while network simulators are 
generally able to replay traces of past network behavior, it is 
most common to use statistical communication models when 
running network simulations. Because network models are 
statistical, rather than fixed, it is vitally important to run a 
wide range of experiments under varying conditions before 
drawing conclusions from their results. EPOCHS depends on 
NS2 for the network aspects of all of its simulations so these 
considerations apply to results obtained from EPOCHS. 

AgentHQ: AgentHQ presents a unified environment to 
agents and acts as a proxy when agents interact with other 
EPOCHS components. Through it, agents can get and set 
power system values, and can send and receive messages to 
each other. AgentHQ is a discrete-event system. Events are 
processed as they occur and are routed to the affected agents. 

RTI: The Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) acts as the “glue” 
between all other components. It is responsible for simulation 
synchronization and for routing communication between 
EPOCHS’ components. A firm requirement placed on any 
simulation system is that no event can be processed with a 
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time stamp earlier than one that has already been completed. 
This is easy to enforce in sequential simulators, but issues 
arise in distributed simulation systems. Many methods exist 
for dealing with this matter in the parallel and distributed 
simulation research community [29]. A time-stepped model, 
one of the simplest techniques for component synchronization, 
is used in EPOCHS. In the time-stepped model, each of the 
component federates executes until a preset simulation time is 
reached. When all of the federates has reached a target 
synchronization point, the federates are able to interact with 
one another by sending messages through the RTI. Once the 
federate interactions have ended, the RTI chooses a time for 
the next synchronization point, and all of the simulators 
continue execution. In our model, the amount of time between 
synchronization points has a fixed length. Time steps are user-
selectable and can be chosen depending on the granularity of a 
given case. Simulations can use a short time step length to 
compensate for the errors introduced by the decoupled 
simulation approach or can use larger time steps for faster 
execution. It is important to recognize that the RTI 
synchronizes simulation time clocks rather than real time 
clocks. If simulator A takes 10 seconds for every 1 
millisecond of simulation time and simulator B takes a half 
second per millisecond then these differences do not matter to 
the RTI. The important thing is that if an event occurs after 
five milliseconds of simulation time then it occurs at the same 
simulation time across all of EPOCHS’ components. 

B. Component Interaction 
Synchronization between the simulators follows a simple 

algorithm. The network simulator NS2 and one of either the 
PSLF or PSCAD/EMTDC simulators will begin execution. 
The simulation systems are halted at time 0. At the beginning 
of any time step, the RTI waits for synchronization messages 
from both the power simulator and NS2. Then, the RTI yields 
control to the AgentHQ. The AgentHQ passes control on to 
the agents one by one until all have executed. During this 
cycle, the agents are capable of sending communication 
messages and getting/setting power system variables. Once all 
agents have executed, the AgentHQ returns control to the RTI. 
Finally, the RTI notifies both NS2 and the power system 
simulator that the current time step is done. Finally, the two 
simulation engines run for an additional time step.  

Special attention must be paid to NS2. As a discrete-event 
simulator, messages may be received in between two 
synchronization points. This is not possible in the continuous-
time PSLF and PSCAD/EMTDC components, which solve 
differential equations at fixed time steps. If a message arrives 
for an agent between synchronization points and the agent 
does not require electric power interaction then the agent 
proceeds normally. If the agent receives a message that 
requires that power system state be read or changed then the 
agent keeps the message in a queue until the next 
synchronization point. In this way, the interaction between the 
discrete-event NS2 simulator and the continuous-time PSLF 
or PSCAD/EMTDC simulators can lead to errors over time. 

Up to one time interval passes in error every time that a 
message requires an agent to act upon power system state.  

The user has a dilemma when setting the interval between 
synchronization points in EPOCHS. Longer synchronization 
intervals will lead to faster simulations, but smaller intervals 
will decrease the cumulative system error. In the experiments 
run to date, care has been taken to select small time steps in 
order to minimize the error introduced by message events 
between simulation synchronization points. 

IV. FEDERATING COTS COMPONENTS 
Strassburger [4] lists four methods to make a simulator 

compliant with an RTI approach to simulation federation.  
They are, from most to least desirable: 

• Reimplement the tool with the proper extensions 
• Extend the simulation with intermediate code 
• Use an external programming interface  
• Couple via a gateway program 

In the first approach, developers modify a simulator’s 
source code so that it can interface with the RTI. The second 
method is to include custom source modules to add RTI 
support if the simulator generates intermediate source code in 
a higher level language. Some tools allow users to call 
functions defined in custom source code or dynamic link 
libraries. The third option takes advantage of this facility to 
add RTI support. Finally, if none of these options exist, but a 
simulator includes facilities for external communication such 
as files, pipes, or sockets then the developer can communicate 
with an external gateway, which will serve as a proxy with the 
RTI. The federation of the three commercial and research 
systems serves as an interesting case study because each of 
them used a different technique from Strassbugers’ list. 

PSLF and PSCAD/EMTDC are commercial products and 
their source code is not available. NS2 is a research system 
with open source code, but it would take great effort to modify 
NS2’s 150,000 lines of code to interface with an RTI. Instead, 
internal API’s were used to federate each of the simulators. 

EPOCHS’ synchronization method is a convenient 
alternative to modifying the core source code in its component 
simulators. PSCAD/EMTDC, PSLF, and NS2 each allow 
user-defined extensions. A PSCAD/EMTDC scenario can 
include user-defined libraries that add equipment definitions, 
which were not present in the original software, using the C 
programming language. PSLF allows user-defined equipment 
models using its proprietary EPCL language. NS2 has a 
procedure for adding new communication protocols in C++. 
New equipment stubs have been created whose purpose is to 
interact with EPOCHS’s RTI at each synchronization point. 
Both PSCAD/EMTDC and PSLF use a user-modifiable time 
step length. Both systems allow users to modify the time step 
length at will, but time steps were kept constant in the first 
EPOCHS release. Events are added to NS2 in order to ensure 
that it will also use a fixed length between each time step. 

This process is simplified by the fact that PSCAD/EMTDC, 
PSLF, and NS2 are all single-threaded systems, so each 
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system is halted whenever a synchronization event occurs. 
Additional effort would be required if this were not the case. 

The federation techniques employed in EPOCHS follow. 
NS2: The network component uses Strassburger’s second 

approach. A new transport protocol was added to NS2 to serve 
as its link to the RTI. A periodic call was added to the 
simulation script invoking the new protocol to halt execution 
and interact with the RTI once per time step. The length of the 
step is user-defined, but should be kept the same as that used 
in the power simulator. EPOCHS makes use of NS2’s 
TCPApp application to track TCP/IP messages. NS2’s UDP 
implementation has been extended to allow message tracking 
through a similar addition called UDPApp. These choices give 
users the flexibility to select any communication protocol at 
any time by sending data through NS2 function calls. 

PSCAD/EMTDC: PSCAD/EMTDC uses the third 
federation method. PSCAD/EMTDC generates FORTRAN 
source code based on scenarios created in its graphical 
environment. Users can extend its functionality by making 
calls to source code in C or FORTRAN, which is compiled 
with the generated code. PSCAD/EMTDC is a continuous-
time system. A library was created that adds a call to a custom 
component once per time step. The PSCAD/EMTDC 
component begins by reading in all equipment values that 
might be requested. Next, the component contacts the RTI and 
notifies it that the beginning of the time step has been reached. 
Agents can get or set equipment values when they execute. At 
the end of an execution cycle, a finish message is sent from 
the RTI to the electrical component and any values that 
changed are set in the simulator. Finally, control is passed 
back to the simulator and execution continues. 

PSLF: In PSLF, the fourth federation method is used. 
PSLF includes its own language, EPCL, which is similar to C. 
Using EPCL, a stub was created that enabled interaction with 
the RTI through the use of files. All simulations are run on the 
same machine. If that were not the case then a gateway would 
be needed to act as a proxy when interacting with the RTI. 

PSLF halts execution periodically and waits for requests 
from the RTI. Incoming requests to get or set electrical 
simulation values are processed and the results are returned to 
the RTI. When all requests have been fulfilled, a final 
message is sent to PSLF allowing it to continue execution 

V. AGENT FRAMEWORK 
Previous sections described the methods employed in 

federating EPOCHS’ component simulators. A crucial piece 
missing from these discussions has been a description of the 
facilities provided to the users of the system to interact with it. 
In EPOCHS, users interact with the system through the use of 
agents. This section describes EPOCHS’ agents, their 
capabilities, and the API provided for the system’s users. 

A. Agent Definition 
The concept of “agents” is used extensively, but there is no 

universally accepted definition for the term. Agents nearly 
always have the properties of autonomy (the ability to take 

independent action) and interaction (the capacity to sense the 
surrounding environment and make changes to it). In addition, 
an agent may exhibit the properties of mobility, intelligence, 
adaptivity, and communication. In this paper, the term agent 
will be used to refer to computer programs that are 
autonomous, interactive, and have the ability to communicate 
over a network. Agents may optionally also have any of the 
other attributes defined above. 
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Fig. 2.  Placement of the Agent-based IEDs within the Utility Intranet 

B. Agents in Electric Power Protection and Control 
The electric power grid has traditionally consisted of a large 

number of protection and control devices that act on local 
information to respond to problems. This method works well 
in some cases, but there are many situations in which 
information not readily available from local sensors or local 
databases would be needed to plan, to protect the grid, or to 
control it efficiently. Lacking such data, the grid must be 
operated in a very conservative and potentially inefficient 
manner, and might not be able to support desired behaviors. 
Agents have begun to be recognized as a natural way to 
introduce extensibility into the grid without drastically 
changing the usual power system architecture, and are 
therefore gaining acceptance in the electric power research 
community. Their autonomous nature, ability to share 
information and coordinate actions, and the potential to be 
easily upgraded or controlled from a remote location are 
appealing to grid operators and protocol designers.  

The protection and control scenarios that interest us use 
geographically distributed agents located in a number of 
Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs), as shown in fig. 2. An 
IED is a hardware environment that has the necessary 
computational, communication, and I/O capabilities needed to 
support a software agent. An IED can be loaded with agents 
that can perform control and/or protection functions. These 
agent-based IEDs work in an autonomous manner, interacting 
both with their environment and with each other. For example, 
a digital relay could be implemented as an agent with its own 
thread of local control, but with the added ability to monitor 
conditions elsewhere in the network so as to act in response to 
non-local events. This agent would communicate with other 
agents either via Local Area Networks (LANs) or via Wide 
Area Networks (WANs). These IEDs are relatively rare at 
present, but many are already available and it is expected that 
their use will increase over time with the passage of the IEC 
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61850 standard for electric power equipment interoperability. 
The IEC 61850 standard [30] builds upon the Utility 

Communications Architecture (UCA) [28] to create a method 
for electric power substations, IEDs, and other apparatus to 
communicate with one another. IEC 61850 specifies the types 
and names of data that will be available, the methods to access 
and exchange data, and the interfaces between power 
equipment and communication networks. IEC 61850 is 
divided into 14 parts, 10 of which have been published as of 
the time of this writing. Devices compliant with UCA 2.0 
have been available since the year 2000. It is anticipated that 
equipment compliant with IEC 61850 will be available when 
the entire standard has been ratified. The important thing to 
note about the standard is that the power equipment specified, 
particularly the IEDs, incorporate microprocessors, memory, 
and communication systems. These IEDs allow agents and 
other pieces of software to be loaded into the equipment as 
envisioned in the definition of agents previously given. 

 
Fig. 3.  The Structure of an Agent-based IED 

The agent-based IED’s structure is shown in fig. 3. Agents 
within an IED perceive their environment through local 
sensors and act upon it through the IED’s actuators. Examples 
of sensor inputs might include local measurements of current, 
voltage, and breaker status. Actuator outputs might include 
signals to initiate breaker trips, transformer tap setting 
adjustments, and capacitor bank selection. Agents might even 
interface with legacy systems such as Supervisory Control and 
Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems. The host computer 
shown in fig. 2 could act as a bridge between the old and new 
systems in this situation. Internally, agents might be composed 
of many layers of functionality and control or may be 
contained in a single layer depending on the designer’s 
specifications. As shown in fig. 2, agents have the ability to 
communicate through a LAN in order to interact with other 
agents directly located on that same LAN, or can pass 
information along to a WAN, such as the Utility Intranet, 
ultimately communicating with more remote IEDs. 

The increasing use of agents in IEDs makes an agent-based 
framework a natural choice. Protection and control engineers 
can create agents for use in real situations and test them with 
minor modification in the EPOCHS environment. Agents can 
also mimic the behavior of traditional systems. EPOCHS’ 
early adopters have found the agent concept to be intuitive. 

C. The Structure of a Utility Communication Network 
Networked computing systems have become ubiquitous, 

and will likely become more widespread within electric utility 
systems. Technology is constantly changing, but it is possible 
to make educated guesses about what utility communication 
systems will look like. First, the network systems will almost 
certainly be built from standard commercial off-the-shelf 
components. To do otherwise would be expensive both in 
initial cost outlay and in system maintenance. Thus, these 
networks will be based on Internet standards even if the 
systems remained independent of the global network 
conglomeration. Signs that such changes are coming are 
already appearing in efforts such as the TCP-based UCA [28]. 

D. The Agent’s API in EPOCHS 
EPOCHS’ agent API is intended to minimize the differences 

between simulated systems and their real-world counterparts, 
as well as to ease implementation for EPOCHS’ users. The 
basic functionality is shown in fig. 4. Functions have been 
broken down into two main categories. Events occur in the 
AgentHQ subsystem and notification is passed on to the 
appropriate agents. Agents interact with their surroundings by 
using method calls to get and set the state of their environment 
and to exchange messages with other agents. 

Interface Agent 
{ 
methods: 
 double get_round_time(); 
 void send_comm_msg(comm_type, group, src, dst, 
                       pkt_size, msg); 
 void send_power_msg(); 
events: 
 void request(); 
 void action(); 
 void recv_comm_msg(comm_type, group, src, dst, 
                       pkt_size, send_time, round_num, msg);  
 void recv_power_msg(msg); 
}; 

Fig. 4.  The Agent Interface 
AgentHQ is triggered at each synchronization point and 

acts as a proxy between the agents, the network 
communications simulator, and the active electric power 
simulator. At that time, the AgentHQ calls each of the agent’s 
request and action methods giving them an opportunity to 
calculate their set of operations for the next time step.  

The agents remain dormant until one of their event methods 
is called. Power system agents mimic those in real protection 
and control systems by polling their environment at regular 
intervals. When the beginning of an interval is reached, each 
agent is given a chance to request its power system state 
through the send_power_msg method and receive the results 
through the recv_power_msg event notification. All agents’ 
initial requests are sent and the replies are received in one 
block. This is an optimization to help compensate for the use 
of files to exchange information between the AgentHQ and 
the electric power simulation systems. When all agents have 
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been given a chance to run, the AgentHQ allows each to react 
to their current state in the action method where they can send 
communication messages using the send_comm_msg method, 
or can make additional power system get and set requests 
using the send_power_msg method. In addition to these 
regular activation intervals, individual agents may receive 
communication messages through the recv_comm_msg event 
at any time and can take additional actions in their response. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This section describes a case in detail where EPOCHS has 

been used to demonstrate the benefits and drawbacks in using 
communication in an agent-based special protection system. A 
brief overview of a backup protection system, using 
PSCAD/EMTDC and NS2, is also provided. An additional 
test case for EPOCHS, using PSLF, and NS2, monitors power 
systems to prevent blackouts caused by voltage collapse. Full 
details of all cases can be found in [31]. These experiments 
point towards a future where tests can be performed to find 
problems before systems are deployed. 

It must be emphasized that EPOCHS allows user to test 
either electric power protection and control schemes using the 
PSCAD/EMTDC electromagnetic simulator in conjunction 
with the NS2 network simulator or in electromechanical 
simulations using PSLF in conjunction with NS2. EPOCHS 
has never been used with PSLF, PSCAD/EMTDC, and NS2 
simultaneously. The vastly different timescales involved in 
electromagnetic and electromechanical simulations make their 
combination difficult if not impossible to model properly.  

A. Backup Protection Case 
Relay misoperations, such as incorrectly tripping a healthy 

line or the failure to isolate a faulted line, are involved in 
major disturbances in the power system [32]. Zone 3 backup 
relays are required to clear a fault when the primary relay 
fails. Backup protection systems have many challenges to 
overcome. First, the region they isolate is often larger than it 
need be. Second, they traditionally act without the use of 
explicit communication. The need for small isolated regions 
imposes long lag times for zone 3 relays, which are one of the 
major causes of power system instability. This section outlines 
a backup protection system that improves on traditional 
systems using explicit network-based communication. 

A new agent-based design for zone 3 backup protection 
relays has been created to improve on traditional relays. The 
agent-based relays are able to use communication to send their 
relay status information, breaker trip signal events, and local 
measurements when a primary protection event occurs.  

The agent-based protection system has many benefits over 
traditional systems.  Zone 3 relays can be monitored to allow 
corrections to prevent false breaker trips. These corrections 
have the potential to greatly reduce the number of incorrect 
trips in cases where there is a heavy load. In addition, in the 
case of both primary and local backup relay failure, the agent 
can locate the faulted line using notification messages and can 
send a trip signal to potentially only clear the faulted line. 
Traditional backup systems clear such faults using remote 
backup relays with a bigger isolated region and with a greater 

delay time. If an incorrect primary relay trip is found by the 
agent then a block signal can be sent to stop an unwarranted 
breaker trip. Breaker failure protection trips all breakers 
connected in the same bus in most bus arrangements and 
induces a big disturbance leading to poor overall reliability. 
The reliability gains can be significant in those cases. As an 
example, fig. 5 shows a 400 kV power system. Fig. 6 shows 
the result of a primary relay misoperation. Traditional relays 
do not explicitly communicate and fig. 6 (a) and (b) show that 
the primary relay misoperation occurs when they are used. 
Agents are able to coordinate their actions to detect and stop 
an incorrect breaker signal, as shown in fig. 6 (c) and (d).  

The backup protection example demonstrates EPOCHS’ 
utility in simulating electromagnetic cases that depend on 
communication using PSCAD/EMTDC with NS2. Fig. 6 
illustrates the potential benefit of coordinating backup 
protection through communication. The SPS example in the 
next section is an electromechanical case using PSLF with 
NS2. Full details of these cases can be found in [31]. 

 
Fig. 5. A 400 kV power system with an agent-based backup protection system. 

 
Fig. 6: (a) A primary relay misoperates at time 0.2 by setting a trip signal.     
(b) A traditional backup protection system would allow the breaker to trip, 
cutting power across the line. (c) The agent-based protection system 
communicates with its neighbors and determines that the trip signal should be 
blocked. (d) The agent-based system blocks the false trip signal. 

B. SPS Case Overview 
Power system instability usually involves large areas and 

results in dire consequences. Loss of generator synchronism 
for a single or group of generators with respect to another 
group of generators is a transient instability, which can result 
in costly power blackouts. Stability problems typically involve 
disturbances such as the loss of generation, loads, or tie lines. 
These disturbances stimulate power system electromechanical 
dynamics. The system response typically includes deviations 
in frequencies, voltages, and generator phase angles. Special 
Protection Schemes (SPS) are mechanisms generally designed 
to counteract power system instability. The most common SPS 
schemes employ generation rejection and load shedding, 
according to a report on SPSs throughout the world [33]. 

The SPS in this section is designed to react to a severe fault 
in a major EHV transmission line in the case where another 
outage has already taken place in the same corridor. The goal 
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is to prevent instability and preserve the system's integrity 
within a safe operating frequency range. The SPS system 
employs an algorithm to determine the proper amount of load 
to shed in order to hold the system's frequency above a preset 
level based on wide area measurements. This SPS is designed 
for wide-area protection and acts in a system-oriented manner. 
The SPS requires synchronized information periodically 
sampled across the system and is heavily dependent on an 
underlying communication infrastructure. The wide-area 
protection system’s reliance on communication requires a 
simulation system that incorporates detailed models of both 
network communication and electric power systems. EPOCHS 
is the only platform that provides these combined capabilities. 
The proposed SPS system has been tested with a modified 
version of the IEEE 50 generator test case. The results show 
promise for the use of SPS schemes like the one described 
here in the future. The SPS experiments also demonstrate the 
utility of EPOCHS in evaluating electromechanical systems 
that make use of network communication.  

C. An  Algorithm to Estimate a System's Disturbance Size 
This section describes an algorithm, which estimates a 

disturbance's size when confronted with electromechanical 
dynamics during an emergency. The method allows one to 
compute the steady state frequency after a disturbance and the 
amount of load shedding required to maintain a preset 
frequency level taking the effect of generator governors into 
account. Experiments described in section C and results 
presented in section D demonstrate the viability of this 
technique in a realistic test environment within EPOCHS. 

The goal of the proposed SPS is to shed enough load to 
keep the system’s frequency above a preset level following a 
generation loss. The key to doing so is to determine the 
precise generation shortfall when a disturbance occurs. The 
system shortfall can be calculated with the following formula. 

( )−+−+ −−∆+= 0000 , uuPPP ead ωω        (1) 

Formula 1 shows that the size of the disturbance, dP , is 
equal to the system accelerating power, aP , which is 
proportionate to the change in the system's frequency, plus the 
change in electrical power demand eP∆ due to the variation in 
frequency and voltage. dP  is the key to determining the 
amount of generation that has been lost. It is important to note 
that −O and +O  respectively denote the time immediately 

before and after the disturbance. aP  and eP∆  can both be 
obtained based on wide area measurements using the 
generators' operating status and samples of the system's 
frequency before and after the disturbance, but measurements 
must be simultaneously taken at points throughout the region. 
Data points must be sent to the SPS from the region's 
generators and key loads, and action must be taken, within a 
half second to be effective. The expense and requirements 
involved in deploying the SPS scheme make it critical that the 
system is thoroughly tested so that its operations are fully 
understood before deployment. These factors make the SPS 

system an excellent candidate for evaluation in EPOCHS. 

D. The System Studied and Agent-Based SPS Scheme 
1) The System Studied 

Experimental simulations make use of IEEE's 145-bus 50-
generator system [34]. The 50-generator test case has a large 
share of the generation concentrated in the northeast and high 
load in the southwest of the system.   

The IEEE 145-bus 50-generator test case has been modified 
so that it is more representative of power systems that require 
SPS protection. The six machines located at buses 93, 104, 
105, 106, 110, and 111 are represented with two-axis machine 
models equipped with IEEE type AC4 exciters. The other 
generators are represented by classical machine models. All 
generators are equipped with basic steam turbines and employ 
governors with a 5% droop setting. System analysis has been 
performed after the governors have responded, but before new 
load reference set points are established by the AGC 
subsystem. The system has been modified by adding a 500 kV 
line from bus 1 to bus 25. The added line increased the 
number of system branches from 453 to 454. The intent is to 
create a case that requires the use of a SPS in order maintain 
system stability. Power systems can generally sustain the loss 
of a single tie line, but require action with the loss of a second 
if the line is not cleared quickly enough. Next, the total system 
capacity has been reduced to 30,050.00 MW. This lower 
system capacity makes the 4,277 MW power flow along the 
main 500 kV transmission corridor much more important than 
it is in the original system. The changes mentioned above 
caused the admittance load to be abnormally high. The 145-
bus IEEE system has been rebalanced to correct the problem 
by setting the percentage of admittance load to 5.02%. The 
remaining 94.98% of the system's load has been set as 
constant active and reactive power.  

2) Description of the SPS Architecture 
The proposed SPS is required to act rapidly and reliably to 

electromechanical instability. The communication 
requirements are different from that of traditional SCADA 
systems due to the need for fast information updates and rapid 
response to commands dictating generation rejection and load 
shedding. The agents are separated into three types: the main 
SPS agent, generator agents, and load agents. In the IEEE 50-
generator example, the main SPS agent is located at bus 1, a 
500 kV substation. The main agent identifies extreme 
contingencies such as the loss of two lines and performs both 
generation rejection with preset units and load shedding based 
on real-time measurements. The generators that can be 
rejected are selected based on simulation studies. The main 
SPS agent communicates with generation and load agents to 
gather data values including generators' connection status, 
active power outputs, angular frequencies and frequency 
derivatives. It also communicates with agents located at major 
system or load buses to collect voltage and frequency 
measurements as well as the load available for shedding.  

Generator agents are located at power plants where they 
send their measurements to the main SPS agent upon request. 
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Generator agents also reject generation when ordered to do so 
by the main SPS agent. Load agents are mainly located at 
distribution substations. These agents shed load when ordered 
to do so by the main SPS agent. They also locally perform 
underfrequency load shedding (UFLS). UFLS might occur if 
the frequency reached a threshold value of 57~58.5Hz after a 
remote load shedding scheme with a preset frequency of 58.8 
Hz failed to hold the frequency above 58.5 Hz. 

E. Simulation Results 
Initially in the electrical portion of the EPOCHS-based 

simulation, the 500 kV transmission lines from buses 1 to 6, 1 
to 25, and the two lines from 1 to 2 carry respectively 722.2 
MW, 1,106.5 MW, and 2×361.1 MW. A trip on the 1-6 line 
causes the system to operate under stressed conditions. The 
power in lines 1-25 and 1-2 respectively increase to 1,384MW 
and 2×515.7 MW. If a three phase fault occurs near bus 1 
when line 1-6 has already tripped then the critical fault 
clearing time to open line 1-25 is around 0.065 seconds.  

A communication network was created with a node at each 
bus and an edge between nodes wherever one or more 
transmission lines existed. The link delays were set to 0.5 
seconds. Each link's bandwidth was set to 150 Megabits per 
second so that no packets would be lost due to network 
congestion. Per-link loss rates were first set to 0% and then 
the experiment was rerun with a loss rate of 5%. The 
simulation with 5% link loss rates was performed to get a 
basic idea of how the SPS system would react to lossy 
communication. All messages were sent using UDP.  

The assumptions made in the communication network 
configuration helped to validate that the SPS system was 
operating properly and that the results obtained from 
EPOCHS were correct. Actual network traffic is delayed due 
to propagation delays, router queuing delays, and buffering 
inside the sending and receiving machines. Queuing delays 
have an inherent dependency on the network congestion levels 
created by competing traffic, which tends to vary over time. 
EPOCHS has the ability to model these complexities, but early 
experiments have modeled traffic simply in order to aid in the 
validation of EPOCHS and the SPS system studied. 

In the SPS experiments, a fault occurs on the 1-25 line at 
time 0. The fault is cleared at 0.07 seconds, and a trip 
command is sent to generator 93 at 0.10 seconds. Because the 
fault is cleared after the critical fault clearing time, the system 
becomes transiently unstable and one group of 17 generators 
loses synchronism with another group of 33 generators. Fig. 7 
shows the rotor angle of a representative sample of generators 
with respect to the generator at slack bus 145.  

The main SPS agent at bus 1 recognizes the situation and 
begins to communicate with other system agents to gather data 
values including generators' connection status, active power 
outputs, and angular. The main agent also issues a generation 
rejection order to the agent at bus 93. Bus 93 is chosen based 
on an off-line simulation study. Generation rejection keeps the 
system stable, as shown in fig. 8 (a), but the frequency drops 
near 57.5 Hz, as shown in fig. 8 (b). 

 
Fig. 7: Rotor angles with transient instability induced by a disturbance 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
Fig. 8: (a) The system remains stable after generation rejection. (b) The system 
undergoes an unacceptable frequency decrease. 

The main agent detects the "disturbance" created by 
generation rejection at bus 93. It begins to estimate the 
disturbance size and finds it to be -1,862 MW. The main agent 
calculates that there is 2,090 MW generation remaining and 
predicts that the steady state system frequency after this 
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disturbance is 57.45 Hz. The predicted frequency value, as 
shown as in fig. 8 (b), is very close to the simulation results. 

Because the preset frequency is 58.8 Hz in the test system, 
remote load shedding is required. The load shedding amount 
required to maintain the system frequency above that preset 
level is estimated to be 886 MW. This total load is shed at 
buses 14, 25, 27, 63, and 69 with the same percentage 
allocated to each load. The shed loads are, respectively, 85.97 
MW, 293.29 MW, 182.25 MW, 157.16 MW and 167.92 MW. 
The system's frequency response, as shown in fig. 9, 
demonstrates the merit of the proposed SPS system. 

The SPS experiments also validated the accuracy of 
EPOCHS. Logs of agent's network communication, electric 
power requests, and communication sent between EPOCHS' 
components show that EPOCHS was operating correctly. 
Experiments operated as predicted, which also validated the 
EPOCHS simulation environment. EPOCHS was also helpful 
to the system developers in illustrating potential problems that 
had not been anticipated in the SPS system.  

Fig. 10 shows that the SPS operation with a 5% loss rate 
per link is different from the one without communication 
losses. The algorithm used by the SPS agent to determine the 
amount of load to shed depends on measurements that are 
simultaneously taken at each of the load and generation agents 
in the region. Measurements must be taken close to the point 
of the disturbance to be valid. The likely reason for the 
differences between the 0% loss rate and 5% loss rate cases is 
that the information used to calculate the disturbance size and 
load shedding amount are different for the two cases. If too 
many communication packets are lost then there can be a large 
time lag between the beginning of the disturbance and the 
point where that disturbance was computed. The system 
frequency will continue to decline after the disturbance has 
occurred. The SPS algorithm implicitly depends on receiving 
measurements close to the time of the fault, but no mechanism 
has been explicitly created to ensure this in the experiments 
described. The results shown in fig. 9 serve as an illustration 
of the utility of a simulation platform like EPOCHS, and also 
demonstrate the negative consequences that hidden flaws can 
have if realistic simulation facilities are not available. 

The experimental results demonstrate the utility of the 
proposed SPS system. More generally, the experiments 
validate the EPOCHS platform and illustrate its ability to 
effectively simulate scenarios involving power protection and 
control systems based on network communication.  

VII. FUTURE WORK 
EPOCHS and its applications open many possibilities for 

future work. First, large applications need to be developed to 
model the complex interactions that take place in real power 
systems. Second, it is likely that the utility intranets used to 
support next-generation protection and control systems will be 
shared between a variety of devices generating a wide range 
of network traffic. Models of the types of background traffic 
that might be expected in these intranets have been developed 

[31] and are being integrated into EPOCHS. Finally, a goal of 
the project team is to use EPOCHS to model a real power 
disruption, such as the August 2003 blackout. 

  
Fig. 9: Remote load shedding maintains the frequency above a preset level 

 
Fig. 10: Comparison of the SPS operation with different levels of loss rate 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
This article has presented EPOCHS, a simulation engine 

that combines PSCAD/EMTDC, PSLF, and NS2 
functionalities together with an agent component. The paper 
has three main contributions. 

• The simulator is the first to combine realistic network 
communications with electric power components. 

• EPOCHS illustrates methods for bridging unrelated 
simulation engines without making use of source-code 
modification to any of the systems in question.  

• The EPOCHS platform uses a simple yet powerful agent 
framework, which is easy to use for simulation modelers.  

EPOCHS’ utility has been demonstrated in electric power 
scenarios involving communication including backup 
protection, special protection systems, and voltage collapse. 
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